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Abstract
We find ourselves in the midst of an energy transition, but not
only energy supply will have to be modified or adapted to follow
a  sustainable  path  [1,  2].  The  whole  chain  of  supplying,
transporting  and  consuming  energy  also  implies  social  and
cultural changes: we must transform our manner of living, that is
to think about why we need specific types of energy, and how we
may find corresponding sustainable alternatives.  In the present
case, heat energy is required to run bakeries on Reunion island. A
classical technical, and limited, approach would only consider a
change of  fuel  tap,  that  is  looking for  a  sustainable  source of
energy  that  would  replace  the  current  supply  satisfactorily.
However,  Reunion is a small isolated territory,  where land-use
pressure remains a significant issue.  This constraint asks for a
more systemic overview of the problem, where we consider the
interdependence between land use, energy and food production as
well as final consumption. In other words, which kind of bakery
process  and  technology  (i.e.  how)  would  meet  the  dietary
behavior of people communities (i.e. why) in a sustainable way?
In  this  specific  example,  energy  transition  thus  encompasses
many  possible  social,  cultural  and  technical  changes  towards
sustainability: bread consumption profile, bread and grain type,
craftsmanship  process  and  bakery  technology,  or  the  energy
resource used to bake bread, to name but a few. We believe that both the high efficiency and the Low-Tech philosophy [3][4]
behind artisan bakeries based on solar thermal energy make them a potential match.
 
This paper addresses the first question of our research: would solar-fueled bakeries match the requirements of the whole bread-
supply chain as it is today? In other words, is the solar resource suited to both the work configuration of the baker and the dietary
behavior of the community? In first instance, we analyze how direct solar radiation could  spatially replace electric ovens on
Reunion for running bakeries, with respect to 1) the work timeline of the baker and 2) the bread quantity that actually feeds the
local population. Accordingly, we propose a methodological concept to guide this analysis, depicted in the workflow of Figure 1.
We apply DNI values to a model based on a solar thermal oven currently used by an artisan baker in Normandy, France [4], and
compute the final outputs of the workflow through Python GIS. The first cartographic results suggest high potential for solar
bakery in the current context of bread consumption in Reunion. By including needs, community practices and a geographic
approach  to  studying  bakery  transformation,  our  aim is  to  show how  transition in  the  energy  field  must  be  apprehended
holistically, beyond sole substitution of the supplying systems and resources.
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Figure 1: Research workflow. Tech used to harvest required energy
addresses the population needs along a sustainable path.


